Biographies of Hollywood

LEGEND: BOOK FORMATS
BR or BT = Braille book
RC, CI or CT = cassette tape
DB = digital book on cartridge, also available for download from BARD
DB ###### (BARD) = digital book only available for download from BARD
LB = large print book

Compilations

Title: GOLDEN GIRLS OF MGM: GRETA GARBO, JOAN CRAWFORD, LANA TURNER, JUDY
Author: WAYNE, JANE ELLEN
DB 56320

Title: KILLER TOMATOES: FIFTEEN TOUGH FILM DAMES
Author: HAGEN, RAY
DB 59428

Title: LEADING MEN OF MGM
Author: WAYNE, JANE ELLEN
DB 60817

Title: SCANDALS OF CLASSIC HOLLYWOOD: SEX, DEVIANCE, AND DRAMA FROM THE GOLDEN AGE OF AMERICAN CINEMA
Author: PETERSEN, ANNE HELEN
LB 08040

Fred Astaire

Title: STEPS IN TIME
Author: ASTAIRE, FRED
DB 19069 (BARD only)

Title: FRED ASTAIRE: HIS FRIENDS TALK
Author: GILES, SARAH
DB 29539 (BARD only)
Title: ASTAIRES: FRED AND ADELE
Author: RILEY, KATHLEEN, 1974-
DB  75142

Lauren Bacall

Title: LAUREN BACALL: BY MYSELF
Author: BACALL, LAUREN, 1924-
DB  13275 (BARD only)

Title: NOW
Author: BACALL, LAUREN, 1924-
DB  39368 (BARD only)

Title: BY MYSELF AND THEN SOME
Author: BACALL, LAUREN, 1924-
DB  60081

Ingrid Bergman

Title: INGRID BERGMAN, MY STORY
Author: BERGMAN, INGRID, 1915-1982
BR  04613, DB  15798, LB  03390

Title: NOTORIOUS: THE LIFE OF INGRID BERGMAN
Author: SPOTO, DONALD, 1941-
DB  53248 (BARD only)

Title: INGRID: INGRID BERGMAN, A PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY
Author: CHANDLER, CHARLOTTE
BR  17419

Humphrey Bogart

Title: BOGART: IN SEARCH OF MY FATHER
Author: BOGART, STEPHEN HUMPHREY
DB  43525 (BARD)
Title: BOGART
Author: SPERBER, A.M. (ANN M.), 1935-
DB 46921 (BARD)

Title: TOUGH WITHOUT A GUN: THE LIFE AND EXTRAORDINARY AFTERLIFE OF HUMPHREY BOGART
Author: KANFER, STEFAN
DB 72911

**Marlon Brando**

Title: BRANDO: SONGS MY MOTHER TAUGHT ME
Author: BRANDO, MARLON
DB 40533 (BARD)

Title: MARLON BRANDO
Author: BOSWORTH, PATRICIA
BR 13754

Title: BRANDO'S SMILE: HIS LIFE, THOUGHT, AND WORK
Author: MIZRUCHI, SUSAN L. (SUSAN LAURA)
DB 79630

**Yul Brynner**

Title: YUL, THE MAN WHO WOULD BE KING: A MEMOIR OF FATHER AND SON
Author: BRYNNER, ROCK, 1946-
DB 30501 (BARD)

Title: EMPIRE AND ODYSSEY: THE BRYNNERS IN FAR EAST RUSSIA AND BEYOND
Author: BRYNNER, ROCK, 1946-
DB 62546 (BARD)

**James Cagney**

Title: CAGNEY BY CAGNEY
Author: CAGNEY, JAMES, 1899-1986
BR 03104
Title: CAGNEY
Author: MCCABE, JOHN, 1920-
DB  47070 (BARD)

Charlie Chaplin

Title: MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Author: CHAPLIN, CHARLES, 1889-1977
DB  08867 (BARD)

Title: TRAMP: THE LIFE OF CHARLIE CHAPLIN
Author: MILTON, JOYCE
DB  44382 (BARD)

Rosemary Clooney

Title: GIRL SINGER: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Author: CLOONEY, ROSEMARY
DB  49352 (BARD), LB  04673

Title: LATE LIFE JAZZ: THE LIFE AND CAREER OF ROSEMARY CLOONEY
Author: CROSSLAND, KEN
DB  77847

Gary Cooper

Title: GARY COOPER: AMERICAN HERO
Author: MEYERS, JEFFREY
DB  48426 (BARD)

Joan Crawford

Title: JOAN CRAWFORD, THE ULTIMATE STAR
Author: WALKER, ALEXANDER
BR  05626
Title: Mommie Dearest
Author: Crawford, Christina
BR 04159, DB 12943 (BARD)

Title: Joan Crawford: The Essential Biography
Author: Quirk, Lawrence J
DB 72058

Bing Crosby

Title: Bing Crosby: The Hollow Man
Author: Shepherd, Donald
DB 17114

Title: Bing: The Authorized Biography
Author: Thompson, Charles
LB 01943

Title: Bing Crosby: A Pocketful of Dreams; The Early Years, 1903-1940
Author: Giddins, Gary
DB 53111

Tony Curtis

Title: American Prince: A Memoir
Author: Curtis, Tony, 1925-
DB 68389

Bette Davis

Title: Mother Goddam: The Story of the Career of Bette Davis
Author: Stine, Whitney
BR 02751
Title: MY MOTHER’S KEEPER
Author: HYMAN, B.D
LB  03674

Title: THIS ’N THAT
Author: DAVIS, BETTE
DB  25983 (BARD), LB  03752

Title: BETTE DAVIS: A BIOGRAPHY
Author: LEAMING, BARBARA
DB  35292 (BARD)

Title: GIRL WHO WALKED HOME ALONE: BETTE DAVIS, A PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY
Author: CHANDLER, CHARLOTTE
BR  16899

James Dean

Title: BOULEVARD OF BROKEN DREAMS: THE LIFE, TIMES, AND LEGEND OF JAMES DEAN
Author: ALEXANDER, PAUL, 1955-
DB  39712 (BARD)

Marlene Dietrich

Title: MARLENE
Author: DIETRICH, MARLENE
DB  30335 (BARD)

Title: MARLENE DIETRICH: LIFE AND LEGEND
Author: BACH, STEVEN
DB  36031 (BARD)

Title: BLUE ANGEL: THE LIFE OF MARLENE DIETRICH
Author: SPOTO, DONALD, 1941-
DB  36797 (BARD)
Tommy Dorsey

Title: TOMMY DORSEY, LIVIN’ IN A GREAT BIG WAY: A BIOGRAPHY
Author: LEVINSON, PETER J
DB   62555 (BARD)

Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.

Title: DOUG AND MARY: A BIOGRAPHY OF DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS AND MARY PICKFORD
Author: CAREY, GARY
BR   03967

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Title: SALAD DAYS
Author: FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS, 1909-
DB   27631

Title: HELL OF A WAR
Author: FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS, 1909-
DB   36712 (BARD)

W. C. Fields

Title: MAN ON THE FLYING TRAPEZE: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF W.C. FIELDS
Author: LOUVISH, SIMON
DB   45324 (BARD)

Henry Fonda

Title: FONDA: MY LIFE
Author: FONDA, HENRY
DB   17336

Clark Gable
Title: GABLE AND LOMBARD  
Author: HARRIS, WARREN G  
BR 02728, CI 03276, LB 01725

Title: CLARK GABLE: A BIOGRAPHY  
Author: HARRIS, WARREN G  
DB 54530 (BARD)

Title: CAROLE LOMBARD: THE HOOSIER TORNADO  
Author: GEHRING, WES D  
DB 58732 (BARD)

Greta Garbo

Title: GARBO  
Author: GRONOWICZ, ANTONI, 1913-  
DB 32798 (BARD)

Title: GARBO: A BIOGRAPHY  
Author: PARIS, BARRY  
DB 40789 (BARD)

Title: GARBO: A PORTRAIT  
Author: WALKER, ALEXANDER  
DB 17805 (BARD)

Ava Gardner

Title: AVA: MY STORY  
Author: GARDNER, AVA, 1922-1990  
DB 32012

Title: AVA GARDNER: "LOVE IS NOTHING"  
Author: SERVER, LEE  
DB 63335

Title: AVA GARDNER: THE SECRET CONVERSATIONS  
Author: EVANS, PETER, 1933-
Judy Garland

Title: JUDY GARLAND: THE SECRET LIFE OF AN AMERICAN LEGEND
Author: SHIPMAN, DAVID
DB  37900 (BARD)

Title: ME AND MY SHADOWS: A FAMILY MEMOIR
Author: LUFT, LORNA
DB  47492 (BARD)

Title: GET HAPPY: THE LIFE OF JUDY GARLAND
Author: CLARKE, GERALD, 1937-
DB  49967

Cary Grant

Title: CARY GRANT: HIS MOVIES AND HIS LIFE
Author: TRUSCOTT, PAMELA
CT  04372, LB  03743

Title: CARY GRANT: THE LONELY HEART
Author: HIGHAM, CHARLES, 1931-2012
DB  31776 (BARD)

Title: EVENINGS WITH CARY GRANT: RECOLLECTIONS IN HIS OWN WORDS AND BY THOSE WHO KNEW HIM
Author: NELSON, NANCY (NANCY LYNN)
DB  35522 (BARD)

Title: CARY GRANT: A BIOGRAPHY
Author: ELIOT, MARC
DB  60049

Danny Kaye

Title: NOBODY’S FOOL: THE LIVES OF DANNY KAYE
Author: GOTTFRIED, MARTIN
Rita Hayworth

Title: IF THIS WAS HAPPINESS: A BIOGRAPHY OF RITA HAYWORTH
Author: LEAMING, BARBARA

Audrey Hepburn

Title: AUDREY HEPBURN: A BIOGRAPHY
Author: HARRIS, WARREN G

Title: AUDREY HEPBURN: AN ELEGANT SPIRIT
Author: FERRER, SEAN HEPBURN

Title: ENCHANTMENT: THE LIFE OF AUDREY HEPBURN
Author: SPOTO, DONALD, 1941-

Title: FIFTH AVENUE, 5 A.M.: AUDREY HEPBURN, BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S, AND THE DAWN OF THE MODERN WOMAN
Author: WASSON, SAM

Katharine Hepburn

Title: KATE: THE LIFE OF KATHARINE HEPBURN
Author: HIGHAM, CHARLES, 1931-2012

Title: MAKING OF THE AFRICAN QUEEN; OR, HOW I WENT TO AFRICA WITH BOGART, BACALL, AND HUSTON AND ALMOST LOST MY MIND
Author: HEPBURN, KATHARINE
Title: YOUNG KATE  
Author: ANDERSEN, CHRISTOPHER P  
DB  28590 (BARD)

Title: ME: STORIES OF MY LIFE  
Author: HEPBURN, KATHARINE  
DB  33913 (BARD), LB  04403

Title: KATHARINE HEPBURN  
Author: LEAMING, BARBARA  
DB  42726 (BARD)

Title: KATE REMEMBERED  
Author: BERG, A. SCOTT (ANDREW SCOTT)  
BR  14926, DB  56771

Title: I KNOW WHERE I'M GOING: KATHARINE HEPBURN, A PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY  
Author: CHANDLER, CHARLOTTE  
LB  06422

**Bob Hope**

Title: ROAD TO HOLLYWOOD: MY 40-YEAR LOVE AFFAIR WITH THE MOVIES  
Author: HOPE, BOB, 1903-2003  
CI  00931

Title: DON'T SHOOT, IT'S ONLY ME  
Author: HOPE, BOB, 1903-2003  
BR  08182, DB  31026

Title: BOB HOPE: THE ROAD WELL-TRAVELED  
Author: QUIRK, LAWRENCE J  
DB  48566 (BARD)
Title: BOB HOPE: MY LIFE IN JOKES  
Author: HOPE, BOB, 1903-2003  
BR   15162, DB   57077

Title: HOPE: ENTERTAINER OF THE CENTURY  
Author: ZOGLIN, RICHARD  
DB   80253, LB   08027

**Buster Keaton**

Title: KEATON: THE MAN WHO WOULDN'T LIE DOWN  
Author: DARDIS, TOM  
DB   30682 (BARD)

Title: BUSTER KEATON: TEMPEST IN A FLAT HAT  
Author: MCPHERSON, EDWARD  
DB   61581 (BARD)

**Gene Kelly**

Title: GENE KELLY: A BIOGRAPHY  
Author: HIRSCHHORN, CLIVE  
LB   03698

Title: GENE KELLY: A LIFE OF DANCE AND DREAMS  
Author: YUDKOFF, ALVIN  
DB   50466 (BARD)

**Grace Kelly**

Title: PRINCESS GRACE  
Author: BRADFORD, SARAH, 1938-  
LB   03359

Title: GRACE  
Author: LACEY, ROBERT  
DB   40238 (BARD)
Title: TRUE GRACE: THE LIFE AND DEATH OF AN AMERICAN PRINCESS  
Author: LEIGH, WENDY  
BR 17436, DB 64903 (BARD)

Title: HIGH SOCIETY: THE LIFE OF GRACE KELLY  
Author: SPOTO, DONALD, 1941-  
DB 71334, LB 06299

**Hedy Lamarr**

Title: BEAUTIFUL: THE LIFE OF HEDY LAMARR  
Author: SHEARER, STEPHEN MICHAEL, 1951-  
DB 73731

Title: HEDY'S FOLLY: THE LIFE AND BREAKTHROUGH INVENTIONS OF HEDY LAMARR,  
Author: RHODES, RICHARD, 1937-  
DB 75958, LB 07175

**Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy**

Title: LAUREL AND HARDY: THE MAGIC BEHIND THE MOVIES  
Author: SKRETVEDT, RANDY  
DB 27944 (BARD)

Title: COMEDY WORLD OF STAN LAUREL  
Author: MCCABE, JOHN, 1920-  
BR 02713

**Peter Lawford**

Title: PETER LAWFORD: THE MAN WHO KEPT THE SECRETS  
Author: SPADA, JAMES  
DB 33777 (BARD)

**Vivian Leigh**

Title: VIVIEN LEIGH: A BIOGRAPHY
Author: EDWARDS, ANNE, 1927-
DB 10865 (BARD)

Jack Lemmon

Title: LEMMON: A BIOGRAPHY
Author: WIDENER, DON
DB 10296 (BARD)

Title: TWIST OF LEMMON: A TRIBUTE TO MY FATHER
Author: LEMMON, CHRISTOPHER
DB 66209, LB 05125

Carole Lombard

Title: GABLE AND LOMBARD
Author: HARRIS, WARREN G
BR 02728, CI 03276, LB 01725

Title: CAROLE LOMBARD: THE HOOSIER TORNADO
Author: GEHRING, WES D
DB 58732

Sophia Loren

Title: SOPHIA, LIVING AND LOVING
Author: HOTCHNER, A.E
BR 04045

Title: SOPHIA LOREN: A BIOGRAPHY
Author: HARRIS, WARREN G
DB 47901 (BARD)

Title: YESTERDAY, TODAY, TOMORROW: MY LIFE
Author: LOREN, SOPHIA, 1934-
DB 81674

Dean Martin
Title: DEAN AND ME (A LOVE STORY)
Author: LEWIS, JERRY
DB   60909 (BARD)

Title: MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS: DEAN MARTIN THROUGH HIS DAUGHTER'S EYES
Author: MARTIN, DEANA, 1948-
DB   63548

Walter Matthau

Title: AMONG THE PORCUPINES: A MEMOIR
Author: MATTHAU, CAROL
DB   35559 (BARD)

Title: MATTHAU: A LIFE
Author: EDELMAN, ROB
DB   57901 (BARD)

Marilyn Monroe

Title: GODDESS: THE SECRET LIVES OF MARILYN MONROE
Author: SUMMERS, ANTHONY
DB   22984 (BARD)

Title: JOE AND MARILYN: A MEMORY OF LOVE
Author: KAHN, ROGER
LB   03801

Title: MARILYN: THE LAST TAKE
Author: BROWN, PETER H
DB   35930 (BARD)

Title: SECRET LIFE OF MARILYN MONROE
Author: TARABORRELLI, J. RANDY
DB   69558

Title: GENIUS AND THE GODDESS: ARTHUR MILLER AND MARILYN MONROE
Author: MEYERS, JEFFREY
DB   73080
Rita Moreno

Title: RITA MORENO
Author: SUNTREE, SUSAN
DB  40736 (BARD)

Title: RITA MORENO: A MEMOIR
Author: MORENO, RITA
BR  20217, DB  77285

Laurence Olivier

Title: CONFESSIONS OF AN ACTOR
Author: OLIVIER, LAURENCE
LB  02996

Mary Pickford

Title: DOUG AND MARY: A BIOGRAPHY OF DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS AND MARY PICKFORD
Author: CAREY, GARY
BR  03967

Title: PICKFORD: THE WOMAN WHO MADE HOLLYWOOD
Author: WHITFIELD, EILEEN, 1951-
DB  45600 (BARD)

Title: SWEETHEART: THE STORY OF MARY PICKFORD
Author: WINDELER, ROBERT
LB  01720

Debbie Reynolds

Title: DEBBIE--MY LIFE
Author: REYNOLDS, DEBBIE
DB  29097 (BARD)
Title: UNSINKABLE: A MEMOIR  
Author: REYNOLDS, DEBBIE  
DB  76714

**Nelson Riddle**

Title: SEPTEMBER IN THE RAIN: THE LIFE OF NELSON RIDDLE  
Author: LEVINSON, PETER J  
BR  16540, DB  62135 (BARD)

**Dale Evans Rogers**

Title: ANGEL UNAWARE  
Author: ROGERS, DALE EVANS  
BR  02225, DB  09980 (BARD)

Title: LET FREEDOM RING  
Author: ROGERS, DALE EVANS  
LB  02041

Title: SALUTE TO SANDY  
Author: ROGERS, DALE EVANS  
CT  03148, DT  03148

Title: TRIALS, TEARS AND TRIUMPHS  
Author: ROGERS, DALE EVANS  
LB  02180

Title: COWBOY AND THE SENORITA: A BIOGRAPHY OF ROY ROGERS AND DALE EVANS  
Author: KAZANJIAN, HOWARD  
CR  02053

**Ginger Rogers**

Title: GINGER: MY STORY  
Author: ROGERS, GINGER  
DB  34128 (BARD)
**Roy Rogers**

Title: HAPPY TRAILS: OUR LIFE STORY  
Author: ROGERS, ROY  
DB  40263

Title: COWBOY AND THE SENORITA: A BIOGRAPHY OF ROY ROGERS AND DALE EVANS  
Author: KAZANJIAN, HOWARD  
CR  02053

**Frank Sinatra**

Title: HIS WAY: THE UNAUTHORIZED BIOGRAPHY OF FRANK SINATRA  
Author: KELLEY, KITTY  
DB  25953 (BARD)

Title: RAT PACK CONFIDENTIAL: FRANK, DEAN, SAMMY, PETER, JOEY AND THE LAST GREAT SHOWBIZ PARTY  
Author: LEVY, SHAWN  
DB  47691 (BARD)

Title: SINATRA: THE LIFE  
Author: SUMMERS, ANTHONY  
DB  61890 (BARD)

Title: SINATRA IN HOLLYWOOD  
Author: SANTOPIETRO, TOM  
LB  06186

Title: LADY BLUE EYES: MY LIFE WITH FRANK  
Author: SINATRA, BARBARA  
DB  76652

**Barbara Stanwyck**

Title: STANWYCK  
Author: MADSEN, AXEL  
DB  40207 (BARD)
Title: BARBARA STANWYCK: THE MIRACLE WOMAN  
Author: CALLAHAN, DAN, 1977-  
DB   74543

**James Stewart**

Title: JAMES STEWART  
Author: EYLES, ALLEN  
CT   04627, LB   03950

Title: JIMMY STEWART: A LIFE IN FILM  
Author: PICKARD, ROY  
DB   36683 (BARD)

Title: JIMMY STEWART: BOMBER PILOT  
Author: SMITH, STARR  
BR   16166, DB   60563

Title: JIMMY STEWART AND HIS POEMS  
Author: STEWART, JIMMY  
DB   30218 (BARD)

**Elizabeth Taylor**

Title: ELIZABETH TAKES OFF: ON WEIGHT GAIN, WEIGHT LOSS, SELF-IMAGE, AND SELF-ESTEEM  
Author: TAYLOR, ELIZABETH, 1932-2011  
DB   27577 (BARD)

Title: ELIZABETH TAYLOR: THE LAST STAR  
Author: KELLEY, KITTY  
LB   02828

Title: LIZ: AN INTIMATE BIOGRAPHY OF ELIZABETH TAYLOR  
Author: HEYMANN, C. DAVID (CLEMENS DAVID), 1945-  
DB   40535 (BARD), LB   04469

Title: ELIZABETH
Author: TARABORRELLI, J. RANDY  
DB   63718

Title: FURIOUS LOVE: ELIZABETH TAYLOR, RICHARD BURTON, AND THE MARRIAGE OF THE CENTURY  
Author: KASHNER, SAM  
DB   71424

Title: HOW TO BE A MOVIE STAR: ELIZABETH TAYLOR IN HOLLYWOOD  
Author: MANN, WILLIAM J.  
DB   81777

**Shirley Temple**

Title: SHIRLEY TEMPLE: AMERICAN PRINCESS  
Author: EDWARDS, ANNE, 1927-  
RC   29096, DB   29096 (BARD)

Title: CHILD STAR: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY  
Author: TEMPLE, SHIRLEY, 1928-  
DB   29049 (BARD)

Title: LITTLE GIRL WHO FOUGHT THE GREAT DEPRESSION: SHIRLEY TEMPLE AND 1930S AMERICA  
Author: KASSON, JOHN F., 1944-  
DB   79379, LB   07716

**Spencer Tracy**

Title: SPENCER TRACY: TRAGIC IDOL  
Author: DAVIDSON, BILL, 1918-  
DB   28109 (BARD)

**Lana Turner**

Title: LANA: THE LADY, THE LEGEND, THE TRUTH  
Author: TURNER, LANA, 1921-  
LB   03040
Rudolph Valentino

Title: RUDOLPH VALENTINO
Author: WALKER, ALEXANDER
BR 03825

Title: DARK LOVER: THE LIFE AND DEATH OF RUDOLPH VALENTINO
Author: LEIDER, EMILY WORTIS O
RC 58562, DB 58562 (BARD)

Robert Wagner

Title: YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS: LIFE AND STYLE IN HOLLYWOOD'S GOLDEN AGE
Author: WAGNER, ROBERT, 1930-
DB 78568

John Wayne

Title: DUKE: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF JOHN WAYNE
Author: SHEPHERD, DONALD
LB 03961

Title: JOHN WAYNE'S AMERICA: THE POLITICS OF CELEBRITY
Author: WILLS, GARRY, 1934-
DB 45616

Title: JOHN WAYNE: AMERICAN
Author: ROBERTS, RANDY, 1951-
DB 44187 (BARD)

Title: DUKE: THE LIFE AND IMAGE OF JOHN WAYNE
Author: DAVIS, RONALD L
DB 46583

Title: JOHN WAYNE: THE LIFE AND LEGEND
Author: EYMAN, SCOTT, 1951-
DB 78778
Natalie Wood

Title: NATALIE: A MEMOIR BY HER SISTER
Author: WOOD, LANA, 1946-
DB   20908 (BARD)

Title: NATASHA: THE BIOGRAPHY OF NATALIE WOOD
Author: FINSTAD, SUZANNE
DB    53065 (BARD)

Title: NATALIE WOOD: A LIFE
Author: LAMBERT, GAVIN
BR   15373